I. INTRODUCTION
When using the generalized diffusion equation method (GDE)l to study the transport of particles in a multidimensionalsystem, it is convenient to have a library of multigroup cross sections plus a library of one-dimensionaltrial solutions consisting of the fluxes and currents. For complex systems, these data are extensive, so there is need for a method for catal.oguing and updating them, as well as for a data directory to help the user select the proper cross sections and trial solutions. To this end, the program DIRECT hs been written to store and update the required data and associated directories on both the CDC 6600 and 7600 computers. A. PST@E. Fileset PST@E contains the computer code in UPDATE format,2 complete with a slightly altered version of the LASL routine CROSi'6.3 The alteration consists of a dummy variable instead of the normal numerical reference to the physicsl.-record unit size. This allows the code to convert the disk-stored equivalent to CDC 7600 tape or tapes without becoming confused by the numerical reference to the magnetic tape physical-record size normally found in CROSi'6. The need for this conversion will be discussed in detail later.
B. ST@RE. Fileset ST@RE contains the crosssection and trial-solution data sets along with the associated directories on which PST@RE operates in the following order: (1) cross-section directory, (2) cross-section data, (3) trial-solution directory,.
and (4) trial-solution data. Rach or these blocks is followed by a filemark to facilitate file manipulation. Because the directories are built from data blocks (2) and (4), ST@RE can be constructed from empty files for blocks (1) and (3), and the first program execution for each major option (see Section V, Al) will generate the appropriate directory. The exact nature of the manipulationsfor the cross-sectionand trial-solutiondata sets differs; therefore, two sets of control cards are required, depending on which kind of data is being handled.
(Most file manipul.ation is handled externally by the use of appropriate control cards.)
Directories are constructed by extracting title portions from the respective data blocks. Crosssection data are read, and the title portion is then copied to both the new directory, tape 7, and the new data block, tape 6.
Cross-sectiofi data blocks are copied to tape 6. Each cross-sectionportion consists of two records, one single card title and one large cross-sectiondata record. Trial-solution data also use this scheme, with titles being transcribed to both tape 3, the directory, and tape 5, the data set. Here, however, three records, containing in order (1) a single card title, (2) flux data, and (3) current data, are used. 
